Help—
I’ve Been Slimed!
by Bob Armstrong and Marge Hermans
from Southeast Alaska's Natural World

Scrambled-egg
slime is often quite
large – up to eight
inches across or more.
We usually see it
on the ground over
vegetation, on rotting
wood, or migrating
onto live plants. This
cushion-shaped sample,
about one inch thick,
is a single cell with
thousands, millions,
perhaps billions of
nuclei.
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Have you been seeing aliens
in the woods lately? During a cer-

tain wet spring and summer some years ago,
folks as far apart as Dallas, Texas; Long Island, New York; and Boston, Massachusetts
thought they were. When they saw pulsating
yellow blobs “crawling” across their lawns,
they called police, fearing aliens from outer
space, or at the least some sort of virulent
mutant bacteria.
In several other parts of the United
States, people have called veterinarians,
thinking their dogs were sick after seeing—let’s say it gently—unusual-looking
“dog vomit” on their lawns. And in Juneau
one spring a woman called the Coopera-

tive Extension Service for help identifying
a strange gelatinous material on the pots of
some seedlings she’d put out—and it was
growing!
It turns out people’s dogs were not sick
at all, and the odd and unusual “aliens” were
living things quite different from other live
things. Scientists now classify them as life
forms that are neither animals, plants, fungi,
or bacteria. Instead they are called “slime
molds,” and they’ve been placed in a separate
taxonomic kingdom called Protoctista.
Slime molds are quite common in
Southeast Alaska, for they thrive in cool,
damp environments. We usually see slimes
during a single, particularly obvious stage of

their life cycle, and their remarkable colors
and shapes are sometimes visible only with
a hand lens.
A number of them have common names
that reflect the way they might look to someone with a sense of humor. For example, we
found references to slimes called Japanese
lantern slime, carnival candy slime, pretzel
slime, wolf ’s milk slime, and yellow fuzzcone slime. The names of slimes shown in
the photos with this article turned out to be
pretty colorful as well.
Most slime molds have a fascinating life
cycle, for they take many different forms.
They begin as tiny spores, cast out into the
world by their parent structures.
Those that land on moist surfaces—wet
vegetation or rotting logs, for example—develop into amoeba-like cells that creep about
their habitat and feed on tiny particles such
as bacteria, fungal spores, and decaying
organic matter.
Those that land in water—in ponds,
puddles, or seeps—develop into “swarm
cells,” which have tiny, whiplike appendages
they use to propel themselves through the

water. They, too, feed on tiny particles and
microorganisms.
If the environment changes, cells at
this stage can take on each other’s forms.
For example, if its damp surroundings are
flooded during a rainstorm, an amoeba-like
cell can grow appendages and transform
into a swarm cell in a matter of minutes.
If its wet surroundings dry up, a swarm
cell can absorb its appendages and become
an amoeba-like cell. Such transformations
might take place several times as a slime
mold develops.

One of the more
beautiful slime molds
found in Southeast
Alaska is coral
slime. The fruiting
body looks like a
tangle of tiny icicles or
coral. It is very small
(usually three-eighths
of an inch long or less).
We have seen it quite
often, mostly on the
undersides of rotten
logs in wet or moist
settings.

Tapioca slime may
be the slime mold we
most notice on the
ground in Southeast.
One of our largest, it
can be up to five-eighths
of an inch thick and
12 inches in diameter.
As it ages it may come
to resemble cauliflower.
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(Above left) Insectegg mass slime
produces a cluster of
shiny egg-like cases,
each about onesixteenth of an inch
long. It’s often seen on
moss.
(Above right)
Chocolate tube
slime, another slime
common in Southeast
Alaska, is usually
about three-fourths of
an inch high. We’ve
often seen it on the
cut ends of logs along
trails. Its resemblance
to tiny, densely packed
miniature pipe cleaners
accounts for its
alternate name, pipecleaner slime.
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Even beyond that, if conditions become
too dry or otherwise unfavorable, slime
molds can produce a hard covering within
which they might lie dormant for years,
ready to emerge when environmental conditions improve.
But that isn’t all. At some point when
they are prompted by environmental or
chemical signals we don’t yet fully understand, slime mold cells come together to
reproduce. Some fuse into a single mass,
one giant cell with millions or billions of
nuclei, like the scrambled-egg slime in our
photograph.
This “plasmodium,” which is often what
looks like some alien “blob” invading lawns
or gardens, continues feeding and growing. Eventually it produces fruiting bodies,
stalked structures like tiny balls or capsules
on toothpicks, filled with spores. The spores
are then released to form new organisms.
Slime molds are “out of sight, out of
mind,” for most of us, but they can be
strikingly colorful and beautiful if we come

across them when they’re large enough to
draw our attention. Some people have even
kept them in jars as pets.
How slime molds change into their
various forms, and what chemical or other
signals they respond to, are of great interest
to scientists. They could offer clues about
how stem cells differentiate to take on different forms and functions.
Slime molds may seem like “aliens” or
strange creatures, but the transformations
they undergo may be similar to those we
see as human embryos differentiate from
single cells into bodies with complex and
differentiated structures and organs. Understanding how slime molds grow and change
may give us new insights into how humans
and other living things develop from simple
beginnings. 

